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Mission2Move is a non-profit organization focused on bringing 
movement, meditation,  and nutrition to students thru teacher 
professional development, school implementation, and after-school 
programming.

THE PROGRAM FOCUSES ON 4  CRITICAL HEALTH AREAS:

Founded by Sarah Habib, the program enables students to not only learn to  
master what it means to be healthy, but emerge as community advocates  
promoting healthy choices for local families and communities. National Institute 
of Health  and Center for Disease Control studies show that students perform 
better academically when given the chance to  move daily and meditate. As part 
of the first phase, Mission2Move tackles student  nutrition by providing education 
and new ways to use the resources available to  make nutritious and affordable 
choices.

Mission2Move provides professional development to schools to enable the  
program to be embedded in the classroom. Schools have a unique opportunity to  
help combat a national health crisis while raising academic performance.
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Mission2Move Alexa Program
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Mission2Move can be enabled as a voice-activated “skill” on Amazon’s 
Alexa. 
The classroom offers a prime opportunity for teachers to take charge of 
their students’ active lifestyles in a comfortable setting. 

Exercises are delegated by a voice on the Alexa device, which leads 
students and teachers to a multi-faceted series that spans general 
movement, meditation techniques, and higher-intensity workouts, 
which help children build their resiliency in a chaotic world. 

In order to properly use the Alexa a 2 hour PD training is required to 
equip teachers with the skills to lead students in the drills. 

Program Includes:
1) 2- one Hour sessions  of Professional Development
2) Purchase and install  Amazon Alexa*
3) Video and presentation materials for further study
4) One visit after install to observe and provide feedback 

COST: $500

*school/center must provide Wi-fi



DRILLS TO BE COVERED

Over the course of the session the staff  will learn the 
following drills and how to use them pre, during, and 
post work:

1. Movement Drills
+  Lateral/Medial Ankle Tilts

+  Full Ankle Circles

+  Closed Chain Knee Circles

+  Hanging Knee Circles

+  Full Hip Circles

+  River

+  Elbow Circles

+  Hand Figure 8s

+ Wrist extension/  flexion/wave


